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Eric Decarro’s 
Archives

Alfredo Mignini / Archives contestataires
52nd Annual IALHI Conference
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Fonds Eric Decarro

● 2020: donation by Marina Decarro
● Full inventory:

www.inventaires.archivescontestataires.ch 
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http://www.inventaires.archivescontestataires.ch/


  

Fonds Eric Decarro

● Who was Eric Decarro?
● Presentation of ED archives
● Strong points / shadow areas
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Eric Decarro
(1940-2017)

Ph: Ass. Maison Populaire de Genève (2011)



  

Eric Decarro (1940-2017)

● 1962: Geneva Uni (Economics/Sociology); member 
of Swiss Communist Party (Parti du Travail, PdT)

● 1965-70: PdT-Geneva Director Committee
● 1967: work at OOFP; member of SSP/VPOD union
● 1970-77: CLP activist (Centre de Liaison Politique)
● 1976: SSP-Geneva Director Committee
● 1978-82: SSP-Geneva President (1st time)
● 1979-91: Federal Committee of SSP-Switzerland
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Eric Decarro (1940-2017)

● 1985-87: SSP-Geneva President (2nd time)
● 1986-90: USCG President (Geneva’s USS unions)
● 1991-95: Director Committee of SSP-Switzerland
● 1994-2017: member of SolidaritéS
● 1995-2003: President of SSP-Switzerland
● 1999-2017: involved in many alter-globalization 

organizations, as well as the Travail et salariat 
network
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Eric Decarro (1940-2017)

“Since the 1990s, Eric Decarro has been 
heavily involved in the alter-globalisation 
movement, enabling the SSP to play an 
active role in it. He actively participated in 
mobilisations against the WTO, the WEF 
and the G8. He was also one of the main 
initiators of the Swiss Social Forum”

À la mémoire d'Eric Decarro, USS, 8 August 2017
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Trade-unionism

Letter from the 
Section 
Committee of 
SSP-Geneva, 
22nd March 1985

092_ED-S004-
SS01-D005
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Working materials

Handwritten 
notes (article or 
speech draft), 
[Geneva 2003]

092_ED-S003-
SS02
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Alter-globalization 
movement

Call for the 
“Assises 
nationales de la 
gauche de 
transformation 
sociale” 
(September 2000) 
and minutes from 
Bangkok Call 
Swiss Committee 
(22nd of May 2000)

092_ED-S003-
SS03
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Periodicals &
Gray literature
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http://bibliotheque.archivescontestataires.ch:11093/ 

http://bibliotheque.archivescontestataires.ch:11093/


  

Thank you

www.archivescontestataires.ch 
infos@archivescontestataires.ch 

http://www.archivescontestataires.ch/
mailto:infos@archivescontestataires.ch
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TUC Library Presentation on its new Digital Card Catalogue 

 

Working with the Digitisation and Archive Services company Max Communications 

the TUC Library is launching its digital card catalogue today. This site will allow users 

to search through the approximate 130,000 cards that have been digitised as part of 

this project. 

Some background. 

The TUC Library was founded 100 years ago in 

1922 with the amalgamation of the TUC 

Parliamentary Committee, the Labour Party 

Information Bureau, and the Women’s Trade 

Union League.  

From around that time it has built its card 

catalogue, although some of the older cards 

appear to precede this foundation and record 

items prior to this date.  
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The card catalogue is organised by category, author and publisher, but, most 

significantly not title. 

The Library moved to its current home at London Metropolitan University in 1996 as 

it was believed it could better serve it’s wide audience in an academic setting. 

From this date the TUC Library and London Metropolitan University staff started to 

catalogue on its OPAC, covering all new acquisitions and retrospective items. 

But still the vast majority of the contents of the TUC Library are only accessible via 

the card catalogue.  
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And so the card catalogue has continued to be an important finding aid.  

It contains approximately 130,000 cards. 

With a combination of printed, handwritten and annotated 

cards 

The initiative to digitise the card catalogue started 

several years ago when I discovered a cache of 22 reels 

of microfilm labelled “card catalogue” at the bottom of the 

microfilm cabinet.  

This occurred as a consequence of the Library receiving 

a digital microfilm reader. 

During training I learnt that it was possible to set the 

device up to scan reels of microfilm into PDF files. From a previous project I was 

aware that it was possible to run Adobe to OCR PDF files and make them 

searchable.  
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I made several attempts to set the device up to record reels over night but there 

were always problems in getting the device to consistently identify the cards as 

“frames”.  

So, although I could digitise the microfilm the results were inconsistent. 

But this put the idea into my head about starting a digitisation project. 

I had previously successfully worked with a firm called Max Communications back in 

2007 on an archive digitisation project. So I contacted them to discuss this.  

I got an estimate from them to digitise the reels of film and raised a small grant.  

Max Communications took the reals and digitised them and passed them through 

optical character recognition software.  

They then provided me with High resolution images and screen resolution PDF files.  

I then split these large PDF files into smaller files that approximately matched the 

physical drawers. 
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Having spoken previously to the University’s IT department I loaded these files up 

into the University’s cloud storage and made them available to users in virtual 

drawers as protected searchable PDFs. This allowed users across the world access 

to all the catalogues of the TUC Library for the first time.  

However what was available was basic and slow working. Unless users had 

extremely fast broadband the online PDF files were slow, and the system would 

have tested user’s patience.  

I was then lucky enough to get the offer of some money from a publisher who 

wanted to digitise one of our archive collections.  

I approached Max Communications again and they agreed that they could create a 

searchable website. This was a new venture for them and they spent approximately 

six months developing a combination of software to produce a website.  

Max Communications have used DRYAD, AtOM,  Ajax and Wordpress software. 

The site allows the user to key in their search terms and the website will search 

through the OCRd files and then presents all the relevant digitised cards. 
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If I search for the publisher “Labour Research Department” 

 

 

This enables users to search by title for the first time. 
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For example searching for the title “powell and his allies”. The result is three cards. 

This also demonstrates the nature of the catalogue, that in theory there are three 

cards for each publication, one by author, one publisher and one by theme. 

If you click on a card you get more detail including the OCRd text,  

 

Users can request to see the publications. This allows us the opportunity to invite the 

users in. 
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TECHNICAL STUFF 

• The filenames doubled as a unique identifier which would act as a hook for 

associated metadata 

• Images then had OCR (optical character recognition) applied to them and the 

collected metadata stored in spreadsheet along with the associated unique 

identifier for each card. 

• OCR, whilst a powerful technology, is not yet perfect. It works well with typed 

text but not with handwritten text and a large proportion of the cards were 

handwritten.  

• In order to make the cards searchable by title, an extra stage was introduced 

to the process and the card titles were manually transcribed 

• .jpgs were then copied and processed to ensure minimum file size whilst 

maintaining image quality. 

• In the meantime Max's developers had been working on setting up the 

WordPress application in line with the brief supplied by the client. 

• The processed cards were then uploaded to a bespoke folder within the 

application's hierarchy. 

• The associated metadata was then imported into the application and linked to 

the cards via the filename. 

• With approximately 130,000 records it was important to keep search time as 

low as possible and to do this an index was created. 

• This is where WordPress really comes into its own. Because it's such a 

popular Content Management System, complex technologies which would 

take weeks (and £££s) to develop from scratch are available either free or for 

a very low cost as 'plugins'. 

• By accessing WordPress's extensive library of plugins, we were able to 

deliver a professional and seamless system for searching and accessing the 

TUC Library's index card system. 
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ARCHITECTURAL PLANS

AND BLUEPRINTS IN

CULTURAL HERITAGE

COLLECTIONS

Kim Robensyn
Amsab – Institute of Social History

IALHI-conference
15 September 2022



What and why?
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• The heritage: Ca. 1.500 architectural plans
and blueprints that are part of archives
• Iconic buildings/famous architects
• Patrimonium of socialist movement: 

sanatoria, pharmacies, people’s houses, 
coöperative shops, …

• Increasing demand in the reading room
• BUT: a complete overview was missing 

(hidden in the archives)



What did we do?

• Cataloguing

• Sustainable conservation

• Digitising

• Access: publish online

• Sharing expertise
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Cataloguing
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• museum objects
CIDOC-CRM

• Linking with
archival records

• 2 phases: 
• Basic 

cataloguing
before
digitisation

• Extended 
cataloguing



Cataloguing
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HOW: Spreadsheet 
(Excel) - Batchimport

• Paper records (50%)
• Spreadsheet (Excel)
• Mapping with Adlib

(Collection 
Management 
System)

• Batchimport
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Adlib mapping Veldnaam data

Temp id ID_0267

Oude nummering pl000303

Nieuwe nummering pl000189

IN Inventarisnummering bt000429

HF Aanwinstnummer S/1987/115

bt Archiefnummer 017

VV Vervaardiger 1 Brunfaut, Fernand

VV Vervaardiger 2 Brunfaut, Maxime

DS ISO-datering 1930-08-xx

TI Titel Het Licht, Gent, Ensembles meubles du bureau de sécretaire de 

redaction

WAh Hoogte (in cm) 46,2

WAb Breedte (in cm) 70,6

MA Materiaalsoort Papier

Type Detailplan

PD Schaal 1 : 50

TO Toestand Goed



Cataloguing
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Phase 1 – Basis cataloguing
• Metadata required for digitisation

• ID
• Title
• Dimensions
• material (paper, bleuprint, calque)
• Storage type (e.g. roll)
• Condition/damage



Cataloguing
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Phase 2 – Extended cataloguing
Content-related data
• Metadata required for access

• Description
• Creators
• Rights
• Georeferential data
• Dates
• …



Conservation
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• Tailor made folders
• Acid-free
• Rolled up
• Melinex
• Bleuprints seperated
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Digitisation - Before

• TENDER (a lot of work!)
• Metamorfoze Light 1.0

• Resolution: 300 ppi

• Uncompressed Tiff

• PDF

• Minimize manipulations

• Stitching

• …

• Jury (CPs) selected the service 
provider (GMS)
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Digitisation - After
• Extensive quality control 

with specialised software
• iQ-Analyzer: Colour profile / 

colour accuracy

• Photoshop: Illumination, …

• DROID: File format 
identification

• Imcheck: Resolution

• DPF Manager: Validation TIFF

• VeraPDF: Validation PDF

Again: a lot of work!
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Online access

• Copyright/licensing

• Online catalogue

• IIIF

• Linking

• Georeferencing
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Copyright/licensing
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• Metadata – CC0

• Images: issue of copyright

• 70 years - < 1 %

• Workflow to clear
copyright (a lot of work!)



Copyright/licensing
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LICENCES

PUBLIC DOMAIN Creative Commons — Public Domain Mark 1.0

IN COPYRIGHT In Copyright | Rights Statements

COPYRIGHT WAIVED Creative Commons — CC0 1.0 Universal

HEIRS NOT FOUND In copyright – Rights-holder(s) unlocatable or Unidentifiable | Rights Statements

HEIRS CONTACTED commercial Creative Commons — Attribution 4.0 International — CC BY 4.0

non-commercial Creative Commons — Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International — CC BY-NC 4.0

Out-of-Commerce?

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/
https://rightsstatements.org/page/InC/1.0/?language=en
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
https://rightsstatements.org/page/InC-RUU/1.0/?language=nl
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Online Catalogue
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http://hdl.handle.net/10796/68EAD609-8B87-499E-9500-40785109AC4E
http://hdl.handle.net/10796/68EAD609-8B87-499E-9500-40785109AC4E


Online Access - IIIF
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https://iiifprod.amsab.be/viewer?manifest=https://iiifprod.amsab.be/iiif/3/manifest/bt000429
https://iiifprod.amsab.be/viewer?manifest=https://iiifprod.amsab.be/iiif/3/manifest/bt000429


Access – IIIF <3

• images & metadata (manifests)

• Interchangeability

-> re-use/share in other projects, 
like Gent Gemapt
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Linked data
• Inventaris Onroerend 

Erfgoed

• Flemish Inventory of 
Built Heritage

• Redactie en drukkerij 
Dagblad Vooruit | 
Inventaris Onroerend 
Erfgoed
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https://inventaris.onroerenderfgoed.be/erfgoedobjecten/21177
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Georeferencing

• Co-ordinates (X/Y)
• Presentation on a map:
• https://bouwtekeningen.amsab.be/
Joomla plugins

• GMapFP
• OSMod

• opac.amsab.be
• navPlace extention Presentation API 3.0
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https://bouwtekeningen.amsab.be/


MAP 1 - GMAPFP
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MAP 2 - OSMod
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Opac.amsab.be
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https://opac.amsab.be/


More information
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• Project: kim.robensyn@amsab.be
• Digitisation: maarten.savels@amsab.be
• IIIF en Maps: Tecle.zere@amsab.be

mailto:kim.robensyn@amsab.be
mailto:maarten.savels@amsab.be
mailto:Tecle.zere@amsab.be


Andreas Marquet

A new approach to analyze 

archived websites at the AdsD

52nd Annual Conference of IALHI
Schweizerisches Sozialarchiv, Zürich, 2022-09-15
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Back in the days…

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022

Software 
change, 

2019

Starting in 1998
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What has happend so far?

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022

Implementing PyWayBack, 2020

Browsertrix, 2021Browsertrix, 2021

Archiving Twitter, 2021
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What‘s new in 2022?

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022

Identifying designated communities

significant properties of websites

Testing and implementing
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Faceted search

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022
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WayBack integration

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022
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Link graph, Wordcloud, and Export-Options

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022
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Solrwayback implementation at the AdsD: Some thoughts …

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022

- Websites may have poor metadata (inconsistent, incomplete)

- Further enrichment/clean up may be neccessary (openrefine e.g.)

- Domain specific stop word list may be useful (wordcloud, ngram)

- Focus on large corpora (distant reading)

- Not intented to perform big data analyses, but to build corpus

therefore (so needs further tools like voyant, gephi e.g.)

→ Boundary line between AdsD and users
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Thank you very much for your attention!

Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung e.V.

Archive of Social Democracy

Godesberger Allee 149 

D-53175 Bonn

www.fes.de/archiv

Andreas Marquet

+49 228 883 8018

andreas.marquet@fes.de

Office of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in the Federal Chancellery, ca. 1976,  AdsD 
6/FJHD007813, Rights: J.H. Darchinger/Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 

52nd IALHI Conference, 15.09.2022

http://www.fes.de/archiv
mailto:andreas.marquet@fes.de
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